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ABSTRAC"r 
Beginnin·g with· the PERT-CPM methodology and prog~ess ing 
through the more general network models, this study ·critically 
-reviews the computational a_ssumpt ions.', results and possible eFrors, . 
both by character and magnitude. Methods of network s.implificatj.on 
and reduction are enumerated and an approach using Boolean Algebra· 
i.s suggested for .. general networks containing "mixed logi.c." 
Finally, a technique for the analytic treatment of _conjunctive 
nodes is described-and evaluated for certain.probability density 
fu·nct ions, with subsequent suggest ions pertaining to the recon~-
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-1 . . . 
"Operations Jt,esea-rch" signifies the sphere(s) of activitie.s 
involved wi'th the analysis, with the goal of improvement, of proc-
esses, systems or, generally, any man, man-machine, or ~achine 
operation or series of operations to which some value is attached. 
I Such analysis is conducted by methods at least similar to those 
which have worked so well with the physic1l sciences and--as with 
the physical sciences--as greater generality of results was sought, 
the models used have advanced from the iconic to the symbolic fonns 
wherein mathematical method$ might be applied·. 
However, with industrial and business operations, somewhat of . 
a computational impasse is reached since ·we would like to have the 
·model sufficiently precise to yield meantngful results but keep the 
~-
coniputati01) $ of · manageable proportions. Whereas in the macroscopic 
levels ·of the physical sciences adequate models are detenninistic 
' 
and relatively simple, for operations analysis and prediction they 
are generally stochastic and complex. The necessary degree -of 
complexity may be determined by -statistical methods in sqme cases 
but in many· others the judgment of the model-builder is the single 
design criterion, as. it is usually in the actual structure of the 
model • 
.,·--· Still, for any scientific/rational approach to analysis' and 
- ~ prediction of behavior, models--whatever their from~-are the sin-
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in· gene~a-11 ty. · · Perhaps the structure and solution can be mad·e 
simpler, however, either b_y using di,fferent models,. dif.ferent .. 
mathematics or some felicitous combination of the two. It is the 
i'ntent of this paper to e;xtend, by_ some small_ part, the search 
,• 
for methods in one area, the use of networks and f lowg·raphs to 
re~ree_e~t stochastic ·dynami~ processes. 
"!iiilli""..... _j Chapter One is devoted to the historic.al ~evelopment and des-. .. 
cription of existing ·techniques. and discusses certain advantages 
and disadvantages of the·models with emphasis on the more recent. 
The evolution of method is traced from the Gantt (bar) chart through 
the Critical Path Method (GPM), Periodic Evaluatfon ·and Review 
- - - .. ~- - -
Technique (PERT) to the Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique 
- ._,_ - - - -
(GERT) and Generalized Activity Networks (GAN). 
- . - -
With this description· of the current state of development of 
flowgraph/network models, Chapt~r Two.concentrates on methods of 
network reduction and simplification methods as a f-irs·t step to 
solution and describes both the attractive and .unattractive feature~ 
of the models and the reduction schemes. Several features of ac-
tivity networks and th~ir use in reduction are investigated ·and 
.. 
described. 
Chapter Three strikes specifically at the single problem--
pointed out in Chapter Two--of the conjunctive node and pursues one 
line of mathematical treatment of· this activity relationship by 
the--use of_complex variable theory which was applied initially, as 
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· of the method to the commonly-encountered probability density func-
., . 
. 
tions is evaluated and the solutions--where obtained--recorded. 
The_ methods for dealing with certain fo'rms of activity relation~· 
ships .having been established in Chapters Two and Three; Chapter 
Four seeks to reconcile some of the differences of the historically 
accepted network_ models, particularly PERT, and the recent models, 
GAN and GERT, in order to extend the computational advantages 
offered by the latter to the_ fonner ~ 
Chapter Five summarizes the study and outlines the conclusions 
~ therefrom. Further, there are several suggestions as to possible 
p 
extensions to the ideas and results contained herein. -
· As work progresses in this area of networks and flowgraphs, 
a cycle may well be completed. Production Management and Project 
Management ar~ differentiated by the one-shot nature.of a project, 
a type of endeavor that has become increasingly prevalent in indus-
try with the ·rapid technological advances and particul.arly so with 
defense work. Network techniques, naturally appropriate as ana-
logue models, owe their expanding use· to this growth. With this 
expanded use has come increased analysis and ·mathematical sophisti-
cation to such degree that, for particular processes, symbolic 
models can be formally structured from the an·alogue and consequently, 
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: r CHAPTER o~ 
. ' r 
·!. -·Existing Network Mo:dels 
1. · '!be Beginnfng 
' 
As previously ·stated~, ~a ~ogical starting poin.t for tracing the ' 
development of g:raphic models . (which presently exist ·~- in the model 
hierarchy --·somewhere between symbolic and analogue models inasmuch· 
as some of them· provide a convenient bridge between the two) is the 
.. (1) . Gantt (Bar) Chart which .has been used for various specific pur-. 
-
poses but always, generally, to_ display time durations (and .inter- . 
. 
. 
" " ) dependenc_ies to sane degree where overlaps occur for planning a 
project and for reporting the status at inte:rmediate times. 
2. CPM/PERT Network Models . 
A step forwai:d in sophistication. occurred with the concurrent 
development of the Critical Path Method (CPM)(l,l4 ) and the Program 
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) (l, 14). Both of these were 
network models with the advantage, over the bar charts, of g~eater 
possible detail of activity structure and activity interdependence. 
While similar in structure, these methods were developed for two 
separate (but not _entirely disjoint) purposes. The Critical Path 
Method was developed for the purpose of minimizing project cost; 
and, apart.from its network form, involves an optimization function 
as well as graphic modelling. PERT was developed to minimize project 
time. CPM uses for each activity a single time estimate, is !Pe.re-
f ore deterministic and is more appropriate for projects in which 
~ 
activity times are subject to little variation. PERT uses for each 
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therefore stochastic and is more appropriate ·where activity: times·· 
are subject to considerable expected variation. ~ 
~ . 
With either CPM or PERT, the relationships 'between the oper-
ations are depicted by, a network, such as shown in Figure 1-, com-
prised of " . " " " . " " arrows and nodes, representing activities and 
" " ·•vents . There -a-re two conventions at present for representing 
" . " "' these, namely activities-on-arrows_, which is the more common and 
-whic_h shall be used hereafter in all networks and "activities-on-
nodes", which of cour~ exhausts the distinct posSibilities although 
a third scheme, Event-Oriented Systems t ha~ features of· both. The 
nodes (events) in the activities-on-arrows scheme logically require 
that all activities incident on any node terminate before the repres-
ented event is realized, i.e._, occurs. (In the parlartce of s~mbolic 
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7 
· . · FrODI. ,oder arid Phill~ps U4>, the Critical Path Method ~as 
• 
the followi.ng benefits: 
.. 
", 
1. It encourages logical discipljne, extended range and greate~· 
detail ~:11 project planning, scheduling and control;·· 
2. It standardizes documentation and conununication of p_lans, 
schedules, and time and cost performance;' 
3. It draws attention to the 10 to 20 per cent of the elements 
which are critical; and 
· ·4. It depicts the effects on the overall schedule of technical 
and procedural changes. 
PERT, as stated earlier, was initially formulated for the pµr-
pose of (1) minimi_zing the time to completion of a project or (2) at 
least providing a statistically-based estimate of this time. ··For 
this purpose, three _time estimates for each activity are required, 
, 
to wit: an optimistic (shortest) time ( a.), a "most-likely" (modal). 
time ( m .) , and a pessimistic (longest-barring acts of God) time 
· ( b ). Such estimates are obtained, in 'the best of situations from 
I 
those persons having experience with similar past activities, the 
similarity of which may be remote indeed fo~ a development project, 
. .i.__ 
e.g., developing a sustained, controlled fusion reaction. Because 
of certain properties, namely: unimodality, continuity, no~-negativity, 
and a finite range, together with the absence of any empirical study 
of the distribution of project activity times.<13 >, the Beta dis-
tribution has been historically accepted as the assignable density 
function for activity times. The ~-distribution is, however, a 
four-parameter function* and consequently a fourth relationship, 
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in· ·addition. to a, m, · and b, : is required in order uniquely. t_~ determine 
the density function. .The assumption is made that the complete range· 
will not ex9eed 6a although this often is not the case for some 
unimodal distributions<15.>. With this assumption, however,· the 
I • 
. , 
distribution ls uniquely determined and the mean ( te) may be 
.. 
calculated. Inasmuch, .however, as this tisual1y entails solving a 
cubic equation<15>, an approximation for the mean has been established, 
viz. 
assumption:i 
a+ 4m + b 
6 
an<t, of course, from the 
From ~his point, the computation proceeds as with CPM. using the te 
in lieu of deterministi~ times and·assuming, at this juncture, that, 
(a) the activities are independent, 
(b) the number of activities in the critical path is sufficient 
to envoke the Central Limit Theorem, and 
(c) the critical path time is sufficiently larger than the 
second longest to give negligible probability of the 
second longest becoming critical, 
(13) · , -: 
MacCrinmon and Ryavec performed an extensive analysis of 
the mathematical aspects of -these assumptions from; generally, a 
" " worst-case standpoint, and while they in turn make certain assump-
- ' 
. tions in order to obtain quantitative comparison bases, their resul_ts 
are ~ertainly worth summarizing, particularly those pertaining_ to 
individual activities -- as opposed to viewing the network • 
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. a. Errors Assignable t·o 9-Distribution Assumption: 
Comparing a quasi-uniform. distribution, a·~-~istribution 




'[0,1], with mode O < m <-1/2 to bound·the errors -- the 
worst absolute errors* are computed to be· 
· For the mean : (1-2m)/3· 
-----
which may range from 11% (m-+1/2) to 33% (m-tO); 
For the standard deviation: 1/6. (~17%). 
b. Errprs Assignable to Mean Approximation and the Assumption 
cr =: (b-a)/6 .• 
Assuming a ~-distribution on [0,1] to provide exact 
expressions: 
Mode - m = a I ( ~ + ~ ) 
Mean - m = (a+ 1)/(a+ S + 2) 
Standard Deviation= cr = ~a+l)(f3+1)/(a-+a+2) 2 (a~+3), 
the worst absolute errors are:-
For the mean: 1/6 (4m + 1) - m( a +1)/ ( a+2m) and 
For the standard deviation: 
1/6 - ~m2 (a+l)(a- am+m)/(a+2m) 2-(a+3m) 
which " " translate as maximums of 33% and 17%~ respect~vely, 
for the mean and variance as before. Minimum values are 
· 4% and 7% f0r 1 < a < 6 and r12-ml ~ 1/6. 
*Expressed as a proportion of the range 
: ' ~ 
-· 
. ,•· . 
. 
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c.. Errors Assignable· to Incorrect Time Estimates i ,. 
Assuming the S and assuming b, I m, and a are respectively 
,, 
the.upper bound, the mode and the lower bound and that 
the estimation error is such that 
0.8a < t < I.la .; a 
0.9m < t < l.lm 
m 
() :•0.9b < tb < 1.2b as shown in Figure 3, the· 
worst absolute errors are: 
For .the mean: 1/60 a+4m+2b 
b-a 
For the standard deviation: 1/30 b+a b-a 
The authors, MacCrinunon and Ryavec, acknowledge that some cancel-
lation will possibly negate some of the effect of errors in a, b 
- -· 
' and c and tentatively offer 5% to 10% as an estimate. However, they 
-




Figure 2 • 
. Extreme 'Time Conditions and_ Typical S-Distribu_tion Used·to Compare 
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-Assumptions of Estimated Error Range 
further note that the amount of cancellation and the amount of error 
are sensitive to network configuration and, generally, that the amqunt 
of cancellation decreases with increasing parallel paths and that the 
error increases with increasingly positive skew (JllOde moving left). 
"cross-connections" (to be described late~), by introducing branch 
dependencies, tend to counteract~the parallel effects. 
Finally, if assumption b (that the Central Limit Theorem applies) 
is _valid, the~nsity function for the critical 
-1.s the sum of the te along it, is given by 




















.!' ~·. ,• ,· 
Since, as.will be shown, the actual path time ~ay_-~-~ in theory, at 
~' . 
.. 
· least -- be obtained from the distribution function 
F(t) = Pr {·Max [ l)e] ~ t} · 
where l:te is the sum of the times for each path,· and because the· 
expected value of this maximum can never be ,less than the expect~d 
value for any of the Ete, so Et is the lower .bound of the C e ,. 
actual expected value. Clark( 3 ) and Van S1yke< 21). indicate ··this, 
quantitatively, for the "simple"* case of two parallel paths, 
originating at a common node and having a common termination with: 
normally-distributed random times. With symmetric distributions, 
the value of ti- (= ~ " ) will be greater than the actual variance •. C ~ e 
Thus, summarizing, the PERT-calculated mean is always optimistic, 
i.e., less than or equal to the true· expected time,· while the PERT 
variance is pessimistic, i.e., greater than the sum of the branch 
variances along the critic~ path. 
.. 
In spite of the assumpti-ons and approximations in the PERT 
approach to project planning and control, the technique has enjoyed 
a good deal of success and acceptance. How much of this is attribut-
/ 
* Clark's analytical results for the mean and variance, for example 
are: 
and·: (I = 
M 
where a2 • 
µ.1 cl> ( a ) + µ 2 cl>(-ci) + a <I> ( a.) 
· 2 · 2 2 2 . 
( "'1 + ti l) 4> (Cl) + ( -µ.2 + a 2) 4> 5-a) 
(I 
2 -_ 2 _ "i t12 p and ci = ( µ.1 - µ. 2) /a. 
'o 
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~\· 
able to e~~gance of method and how much ·to the simple fact that to 
apply the technique requires greater detail -- with resultantly 
greater insight, understanding and knowledge for the· planner -- . is 
\ 
I problematical, although this writer leans toward the latter view.· 
The PERT-CPM methodology removes much of the "seat-of-the-pants" 
,• philosophy and forced the anticipation of difficulty. However, 
there are st.ill activity interplays, characteristics and situations 
left unaccounted for. 
3. Generalized Networks 
A. Decision Boxes 
As mentioned, the-nodes (events) in the PERT/CPM network are 
conjunctive, i.e., require the realization of all incid~nt branches 
before realization of the event. Additionally the outputs are 
deterministic, i.e., each emanating activity is take:µ with certainty. (4) . 
. 
.Eisner observed that the consideration of conjunctive deterministic. 
nodes only is not sufficien~ly general for some project planning 
since there are continually-occurring alternatives which may or must 
be selected, particular!~ where state-of-the-art activities are in-
volved. In his words, 
" The research process, with its increased element of uncerta·inty, " requires a network framework that embodies this uncertainty and that provides a measure of this uncertainty." 
Speaking specifically about research programs, he_observed that •any 
of t-he activities· are feasibility st~dies, attempts to discover or 
·. prove the existence~ of relationships, ~tc., -- all of wh.ich may or 
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proposed a general network configuraticn with both conjunctive and 
·1 0 
exclusively - disjunctive· activities, wherein .the nod.es were termed 
Decision-Boxes, or db's, and were us·ed, in fashion similar to PERT, 
for those nodes for which the output branches were mutually exclusive • 
. , 
The result was . that, whereas with PERT-type networks a _separate net-
work would have been required for each combination of alternatives 
(factorial), a single network, or more aptly, a tree, emerged which 
displayed all possible outcomes. Applying.symbolic logic then · 
·reduced the network by eliminating logically-impossible outcomes • 
., 
An example . of such a network, used by Eisner, is shown in 
Figure 4. The 21 node designation indicates a dependency of actions 
following Event 2 on the outcome of Event 3. · This condition 
immediately eliminates (A nY) and (B n E). since the·se require 
. contradictory decisions for 2 and 21 • The possible outcomes are 
those remaining in the final logic statement. If branch probabilities 
can be assigned, further information can be obtained. If, for-
instance, the branch probabilities are those shown in Figure 4, the 
probabilities of the different outcomes can be computed: 
Pr t A and E } - (P21A)(P321 )(Pl2}(P2E/A) 
- (0.4)(0.3)(0~7)(1) 
. Obviously, for large'networks, the formulation could become some-
what invol·ved; nevertheless, the method is a reasonably formal 
treatment. 
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WUX, YUZ, TUR, XrlY (= CUD) 
NUQ. 
6G 




l[CAUB)U X] () TYUE ]} u jF U(GUH)} . 
(A()Y)U(AnE)U (BnY) U(BnE) U(XnY)U cxn.E)U F 
UGUH 
(ArtE) u (BnY)U CUDU(XnE)U FUGUH 
Branch Probab,ilities: 
P2 A = 0. 4 
1 
p2 B = 0.6 1 . 
P32 = 0.3 
1 
P4c = 0~3 P34 = 0.7 P15 = 0.3 
·" 
P4n = 0.7. 
P2E = 0.4 
PsF = o.s 
Pao = o.4 
PaH· = 0.6 
· p 24 = 0.6 
P55 - 0.5 
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While Eisner·' s db approach provided a me~s for specifying and 
..... ltnalyzing the exi.s tence of alternatives after an event, there was 
. '' '' still a need for a third. degree of freedom, to wit: alternative 
inputs,* i.e., disjunctive input nodes. One of the first published· . 
-
treatments of such conditions was given by Elmaghraby (5 ) , who . 
. . 
' introduced the additional logi·c nodes: Exclusive-Or (Ex:clusi ve 
Disjunction), And (Conjunction), and Inclusive-Or (Inclusive· 
A-....-•· 
Disjunction). The symbology, shown in Figure 5, seems to have been 
generally adopted in the field. 




~:'>kl SUb - a()b or [Ca+b)- (a• b)] 
Inclusive-Or :-:><J 8lJb or [a+b] 








Figure 5: Elmaghraby's Logic Symbol~ 
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The>\ output of the Branch nod·e is identical, logically,. wt "th· the. 
· input of the Exclusive-Or as would. be expected . 
An additional attractive feature of this formulation is the 
_...,J· 
assi"gnment·, to the branches of the network, of the probabilities of • 
occurrence together with_ a vector of parameters further quantifying 
the act~vity, e.g., the time required for completion. With this. 
·basis, an algebra was constructed, the basic rules of which are 
·briefly outlined in Table 1. · Obviously,· deterministic parameters 
.. 
only may be handled in this fashion since time· and similar quantities, 
•.• 
'< 
e.g., ~ost or material, are additive whereas probabilities are 




value calculation is invalid, at least for acti vi-ty times. Elmaghraby' s 
analysis of ·the problem of Figure 4 is shown for comparison purposes 
in Figure 6(~ together with a reduction of one of the eight " through 
" paths , that is, of the eight possible outcome~, in Figu~e 6(b), The 
additional ncxles (Xn) are for logical segmentation. Activity -·- __,..,. 
\ duration times have been added to.illustrate time ·computations. In 
Figure 6, the order-.ed pairs (p;t) assigned to each branch denote,· 
respectively, the branch probablli ty and the branch time. Qual-• 
., 
itatively, the analysis proceeds more facilely thari with symbolic 
logic - once the network is restructured. Perhaps a stronger feature 
than this, however, is th~ prov:ision for analyzing recursive processes 
and/or condi.tions with· the· loop ·.computations, which Elmaghraby . -'( 
. .. 
- describes- extensively si_nce such are a frequt,ntly-occurring 
circumstance, in all manner of indus·trial situations. 












































3. loop pb;tb 
MATHEMATICAL R>RMUIAT,ION 
PE - Pa + Pb - Pa • Pb -
tE - Pata + pbtb 
+ Pa.Pb(M-ta-tb) 
PE - Pa + Pb -
tE Pata pbtb - + -











For this simple series 
relationship,- all nodes .. 
behave alike. 
.. • .. 
"" 
• Detenninistic output ) 






Probabilistic, mutually ' . 
-
exclusive output precludes 
Pa • Pp ~ o. 
I 
~(pb)n PE - -Pli • Pc • -
n=O 
Reduces ·to Pa· for the ,;, 
case Pc - l~pb. -
Reduces to 
tc tb+tc C - ..... 1-c 
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MATHEMATICAL FORMUIATION 
PE= Pa• Pb 
tE =ta+ tb 
PE - p~ • Pb 
tE max(ta;tb) 
PE - 0 -
0 
PE - Pa • Pb 
tE ta + tb 
PE - Pa + pb(+ -
tE min(ta;tb) 
1) 




.. · ,· 
EXPIANATORY COIMENTS 




Same as Exclusive-Or 
........ .. · 
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-(a) Elmaghraby' s Formulation of Eisner's db Network-. 
I 
(.7,0). 
( 1-, 9) 
(1,4) 
(1,4) (.7,0) (.2~,20 
x1-E': (<. 7) ( .4) ;ma~(4, 20B 
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C. GERT 
,/• 
- o·raphical Bvaluation and Review Technique 
- - - -
· The next step. in the evolution of network a·nalysis of industrial , 
operations obviously must deal with the fact·· that activity times are 
• • •• J, 
·- seldom deterministic,~ ·tact acknowledged by PERT. Restated, the 
problem is to reconcile, by· some means, the additive and multi~ 
. plicative· branch A parameters in such a fash"ion that some general 
~nalytic technique is applica~le .. Conceivably, this could be done 
' by making. all parameters (1) additive or (2) mul tipl1cative b·y some 
· (17,18,19) · 
suit.able transformation.- Pritsker's . approach fs to.make 
·, 
all parameters multiplicative. This approach has several advantages: 
a) There are existing transformations fo°'f. additive random 
variables which are well known and well documented. · Example; include 
~he Moment.Generating Function M(s), the Laplace Transform F(s), and 
the Semi-1-nvarianJ (or Cumulant) Generating. Function, ln ~ M(s) }• 
b) With only Exclusive-Or nodes in networks, the flowgraph 
reduction techniques used in electrical circuit analysis are 
particularly applicable; ~nd 
•· 
c) The equivalent network function one obtained, can be dee 
composed with relative computational directI£ess to extract a great 
deal of information. 
To illustrate these pointa, beginning with (a), consider the 
Moment Generating Function 
. 




e8X f(x) ·dx 
associated with the random variable x having density function f(x). 
·-
' It is known what the moment generating function of the sum of inde-
pendent· random variables is the .product of the individual gene-rating 
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Theorem· stat·es ·t-hat the transform· of the convolution (which ag·ain is 
the densi_ ty , of the 'sum) of two indepe~dent random variables 1·s -the 
product of the.transforms. The Semi-Invariant (Cumulant) Generating 
Function, defined by. 
C(s) :::: 1ri { MX (s)} 
' . is similarly applicable. with the additional feature that the first 
three derivatives, evaluated at s = o, are respectively the mean~ 
'7 
the variance· (the second moment -about the mean) and the .third _moment 
about the mean. 
· With respect to the second feature(b), the logic of the Exclusive-
Or ncxies permits the application of flowgraph techniques in which the 
linear mathematical relationships between variables .. are expressed 
/ 
graphically, this graphical model reduced by topology, and the results 
converted to analytic fopn. In the electrical analogy, a source or 
reference vol~age might be known, togethe* with the relevant branch 
. ~<) 
transmittances, and other voltages at vari~us nodes desired; alter-
nately, the node voltages might be lmown and the branches trans-
mittances desired; or with known individual transmittances the · 
transmittance between any two nodes might be desired. It is the 
latter case which is most analogous to the reduction of the particular 
graphs under discussion. The possible combinations of solutions 
which might be desired are·extensive in number. 
The basic flowgraph relationships are shown in Figure 7; 
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Figure .7 - Flowgraph Algebra 
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•• .1-·. 
as the classical feedback gain, equation; and. (f) and (g) the 
! .... - . -
branch and merge nodes. The statements for 7-(a) through 7(d) are 
... equivalent to those for the GAN formulation.. Obviously, analysis 
' 
.J 
·us·ing these basic relationships· might yet proceed slowly for large 
graphs, a difficulty ameliorated by the use of a topology theorem 
for "closed" networks modified for "open" networks by the simple. 
expedi~nt of closing them, i.e., connecting the initial and terminal 
··: . /. nodes wj. th a branch with transmittance equal to the reciprocal of 
. the open ne~work transmittance. 
Since the equivalent'· closed transmittance is unity, solution 
' ' 
·for the-open transmittance is trivial. 
formulated by Mason is(lG) 
The reduction equation 
n E n· 
n ( )i ~ ·wL(i) (.s) 
· WP 1 + -1 ~ 
WE(s) = _P_l ___ 1_1 ____ b_l __ K __ _ 
~ n ' (j) 
1 + L..i-l)j f WL . (s) 
j=l ' V=l V 
where 
W = ·Transmittance of the pth branch of a "through path" of 
p 
n branches. 
WL (i)(s) - Product of W's of the 1th order loops which do not 
K 
N' -i -
touch the W • 
p 
Number of loops composed of.1th order loops. 
·" 
i. 




and not touchin~ the W. 
. p 
... 
= Number of loops composed of jth order loops. 
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This representation, seemingly involved,. i·s ·quite easily applied in 
practice as illustrated in Figures 8 and 9 for simp_le cases. The 
., difficulty, if such, is assuring an exhaustive accounting for the 
\ 
loops. 
Features (a) and (b) , then,· establish means of handling ad.di-
"· 
tive branch parameters by multiplication and reducing or otherwise 
analyzing flowgraphs with m~ltiplicative parameters. When the 
1:>·ranch transmittances are expressed as the product of the branch 
probability and the transform of the additive parameter(s), the_ 
results, for the Exclusive-Or Node (or certain agreeable combina-
tions of the other nodes) agree with those obtained by other methods, 
for both deterministic and stochastic branch parameters. 
By way of illustration, the moment generating function of a 
. . ' 
discrete time tis est; for two ti~es in tandem (estl)(est2) = 
-
es<t1 + t2), assuming unity. branch probabilities. The mathematics 
generaliz~s to the stochastic case. 
The structure/nature of the branch transmittances permits the 
third feature of GERT, i.e., extraction and retrieval of information. 
Evaluating the equivalent w-function--where w is the symbol adopted 
to represent transmittance--for zero~value of the dummy variables 
gives the equivalent graph probability, i.e., the probability that 
,, 
the network will be realized: 
( 
From this result,· it is further 
equivalent generating functioJ) ME(s) 
possible than to extract the 
- WE{ij) 
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~- Figure 8 - IDops Hierarchy 
f 
-Through Path wl - acg -
1st Order Loops W2 - b touching w1 -
touching ' W3 - e.d Wl ,I -
,> 
W4 - f - touching w1 -
-2nd Order I.Dops W5 - bed touching w1 -
W6 - bf touching w1 -r 
-
acg(l - f) 
-
1-(b+ed+f) + (bed+bf) 
Figure _9 - An Application of Mason's Rule 
··'< 
' • 
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1,. from which all moments of the .overall ·de·nsity function can be obtained 
. . . , 
-~y successive differentiation •. An illustrati"ve example of 't.he deter- _ 
ministic case is shown for both the series and parallel· cases in 
r,-;,¢ 
Figure 10. The dotted lines in (a) ·are to denote explicitly the_ 
impl~ci t stipulation that the union of output probab_ili ties of a 
., 
node is unity, i.e., p1 + p2 = 1 as shown in (b). 
_, 
~ The stochastic case is shown in Figure 11, where the times are 
' assumed -to have normal distributions, and demonstrates the deter-
mination of moments. While knowing the equivalent generating· 
function or the moments provides no direct knowledge of the equiva-
lent density·function per se, the generating·ana the density 
functions are uniquely related. (22) -Whitehouse . offers seve_ral 
techniques for obtaining approximate density functions when the 
moments are known, e.g., the ·Pearson Curves and the Gram-Charlieri 
Series. 
Such, then, is the present state of the analytical flowgraph 
' 
and network models at the present. Whitehouse<19 •22 ) illustrates 
a number of areas of application for which this form of analysis 
is well suited and for which the graphical treatment provides 
additional insight into the operations. Some of these areas are 
reliability, inventory control, queueing problems and general 
decision-making under risk. 
· -As implied earlier, for the general _case the analysis proceeds 
nicely only for the Exclusive-Or nodes since the relationships 
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a . Seri~s 
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w2 -
w - wl + W2 --E 






P es 2 2 
st st P1e 1 + P2e 2 
0 
= P1 + P2 









Figure 10 - Two Configurations with Dete!illinist~c Branch Times 
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2 = d~(s) 
.E ?., -m E ds 
•·. s=O 
a. Series Case 
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case wi ~h the AND · (conjunctive) and· Inclusive-Or noges, which expre·ss .. · 
.a non-linear relationship between branches. Moreover, ·while.it has 
been said that the Exclusive-Or situation is the more freq~ently-
~ 
.o~curring, all PERT.analysis is concerned with the conjunctive node. 
This conjunctive circumstance occurs frequently enough to justify 
the study· of networks with s·uch nodes in order to determine how. they 
may be reduced--with the goal of providing alternate or mor~ precise 
,, 
analytical tools for planners. and schedulers. This, then, will ·be · 
the pursuit of this paper. 
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' •· .. Reduction Techniques for Networks 
The non-linearity of the And (or Conjunctive) node is immediate-, 
ly. apparent. from consideration. of parallel paths, ·all· of unit proba-
bility, connecting two --nodes, the second of which is conjunctive .. 
I 
. 
The prpbability of realizing no·de 2 is the intersection of the 
branch probabilities, as with the case of series no.des with ·single 
,:, 
inputs, but the time to realization is the maximum of all the ti.mes 
-
of the incident branc.hes. Pritsker(l'7) cites three difficulties 




', A semantic problem associated with the probability of 
realizing a branch leading to an And Node; 
Tne invalid results-obtained from the ''expected value's' 
computation; and· 
(c) The computational .difficulty involved with the maximum 
of the branch parameters--especially for the stochastic t 
case .. 
This chapter will be concerned with the first and second of these 
difficulties, leaving the third area for discussion in the follow-
ing portions of this paper. 
1. Network IDgic 
~ 
Pritsker's semantic problem a;rise·s from the possibility that, 
• 
t 
with mixed logic, a conjunctive node may not be realized. This, 
however, can be a redeeming feature also, in the case where a 
conjunctive node can never be realized, a condition which might 
" 
not be r~~dily or immediately apparent from the d~agram. For such 
•• 'l 
I •. 
. ... .. 
• f 
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. . ... -~ cases, obviously, the node or nodes which are logically impossible. 
. may be eliminated from further consideration. Consequently, a 
I 
rational approach, it .seems, to the reduction of networks contain-
ing both Or- and· And-nodes is a preliminary test to eliminate any 
such logic~lly impossible nodes as are present. 
I 
-, Boolean Algebra·, as applied to switching circuit and computer 
logic design, would seem to be appropriate if it can be applied with 
consistent results and 0 rules .. The statement formats for the three 
-logical relationships between two· dichotomous variables are shown· 0 
in Table· 2 together with the fundamental identities of the Boolean 
Algebra used. This analytical technique permits the study of a 
'j 
network, exclusive of the temporal relationships between branches, 
\. 
-~ to reduce--if possible---the number of nodes to .be considered· in. 
the network reduction. 
Figures 12 and 13 depict severa,_l applications. · Twelve is 
I 
the logical analysis of a hypothetical network; the impossibility 
. of realizing node 6 becomes apparent with inspection, of course, 
. 
but experience with switching. circuitry indicates that these issues 
are seldom so clear-cut. The probability computation shown is 
incorrect because of the mutually-exclusive nature of the probabil-
.· 
·istic output nodes, which make the intersection O and, with this 
particular configuration, causes the "X - or" nodes to behave as 
· Inclusive - Or's. The analyses of Figure 13 indicate that: 
(1) In some configurations, the results are the same; 
(2) In other configurations, the results differ, but the 
Inclusive-Or assumption always gives a "worst case" 
; 
....-
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Relationship Notation Alternate 
-
. 
- -Exclusive-Or A + B AB + AB 
And A • B 
--
Inclusive~Or A + B 
--




0 0 • 0 - 0 
-
0 + 0 ~. 
A 0 + A -
-
.0 • .A - 0 
1 0 • 1 - 0 
-
0 + 1 
A .,.,. A • A - A 
-




-A • A - 0 
-
A + A -
-
.. 1 A • 1 - A 
-
A + 1 -
-




Distributive: A·• (B + C) - A • B + -
Associative: A • (B • C) - (A • B) 
Commutative: A • B B • A ,, 
-Involution: A - A 
-
- -
·DeMorgan~: . A + B - A • B -
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Assigned Probabilitie~ are: 
A : 0 • 7 ; B : 0 ~ 8 ; C : 0. 4 ; D : 0 • 5 ; E :-- 0. 7 ; and F: · 0. 3 
Logic Statements: 
\ 
- -1. Node 4 ~ (AB) (AC) + (AB) (AC) 
2. Node 6 _:!) (Node 4)(D)(A C) + (Node 4)(Dj'(A C) 
3. Node 7 ~ (ABF) (Node 4) (D) (Node 6) (E) 
whe~e (node x) denotes realization of node x. 
With· proper manipulation, ,JP.is reduces to· 
{ 1} :::> "(ABF) (A B + A C) (D) (B D + A D + A C) (E) {1l :::::>, - O; node 7 is not realizable. 
'· 
In similar fashion, for node 8, after eliminating node 7 from con-
sideration, one obtains: 
~s} =:>A BF +Ac E + A n i + ii n i 
This does not yield.a correct result from a probability standpoint 
sine~ absorption removes variables C and A from the third ··and fourth 
terms, respectively, making the result higher than the correct value. 
( 3s 4s WE(s) = 0.7)(0.8)(0.7)e + (0.7)(0.2)(0.5)(0o3)e 
+(0.3)(0.4)(0.5)(~.3)e48 + (0.3)(0.6)(0.3)e~8 
= 0.446e38 + 0.394e48 
= WE(-s) I · ~ 0.485,.< 0.494 
s=O 
~ •. \.,. 1,., ' 
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- - - -
=> (A + B) • (A+ B) = AB +AB 
--~ 
- - - - -· 






- - - -::::> (AB + BA) B + B • 1 · 
-
·AB + B 
lie,, . '' . . Inclusive-Or implies that the intersection is included, 
i.e. , ''X-Or" nodes are treated as "Inc-Or's." 
, . 
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(e) Venn Dia-gram for (d) 
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:_'.·\.,..:_·,:-.:::~·?:·~.~-.\·~·-s: -: ·\'-, ':' .. ,.:,, .... = .... -.• 
T a p I .'f I IW""""*1"' ntn • ,....,.. 'f 
36 
f 5~ > AC + lJC. + B. 
- -B + BC + AC --
js} ) (ABCC + ABCC)B 
































figure 13 (cont'd)- Network Analysis with Logic 
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. .result, i.e., nodes may be left which cor-.rect~y coul<l J>e 
eliminated; but never vice-versa;*. 
(3) And, obviously, where more .. than two· outputs occur from 
a single node, the method, as presented, 4oes not work. 
ThQ.s, either approach may be used, the selection being arbi-
trary and influenced by the complexity of the network and the 
..i{h,. 
analyst's preference. 
· For a reasonably small number of two-state variables, the 
logic s{atements ·are easily reduced with Karnaugh Maps, but as·the 
l 
k size of the table increases as ·2 , where k is the number of state 
variables, the technique is cumbersome fork greater than 6 or so. 
In this event, the Harvard Simplification Method is recommended . 
. Both methods are well ciescribed by PhisterC16)-. 
. . 
. \. 2. Network Reduction --
Once the superfluoµs nodds· have been eliminated from considera-
tion, the sterner task, th~t of reducing those combinations remain-
ing, must be faced. That this task is indeed onerous· is evidenced 
by the recent discussions of techniques and the stated ~eed for 
research in this area. For this section of the paper, there is a 
/ 
double objective. First a means of reducing networks with deter-
ministic output-conjunctive input nodes is desirable, particularly 
if ,a manageable mathematical treatment can be devised, to increas~ 
the prec.ision available to users of the PERT-CPM methodology; second, 
*This follows both from the consideration that the Ine~usive-Or 
includes ·the intersection and- an inspectipn of tlie Venn Diagram 
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.. 
.~ ext_e~ding the· .reduction techni.ques for ·the first case to that of 
stochastic networks containing conjunctive nodes would certainly 
· facilitate their analysi'S. Ideally, a simple* precise method which 
.. . 
would eliminate the non-linearity of_ the conjunction. and permit 
the standard GERT solution is desirable. 
Beginning with th~ first objective,. that of analyzing networks 
- containing conjunctive input-deterministic output nodes o~ly, it 
is important to -distinguish between the cases of (1) fixed and 
I .• 
- . 
. (12) The methods reviewed include those of Martin , Hartley and · 
W9rtham (9), and Pritsker(l7 ). For straightforward series and 
. parallel combinations the t.echniques are, as to be expected, ftQUiva-
- lent in basic concept, differi~g only in the mechanics. 
Martin's approach to the mechanics of resolving/reducing 
~etwork_s is to transform them to trees by the recursive -applies.-
' tion of the following rules: ... 
0 
(1) Establish the source node a-t the zero-level of the tree; 
(2) Establish all branches from the source node to the first 
le~el nodes; 
(3) Establish all branches from the first level nodes to 
~' 
the second level nodes, etc. 
'r 
(4) All_ dupiicate node ?es11nations indi~ate. either a pa:al-
lel or cross connection --the determination as to which 
)j}\ . 
-•-n-S_i_m_p_l_e-, .... , _h_e_r_e_c_o_n....,.n_o_t_e_s_(_l_)...;:.."inechanical" ~imp lici ty to permit 
straightforward mechanization and (2) mathematical tractability. 
- **Figur~ I-illustrates the ·simplest c~se of a cross-connection~. 
the Wheatstone Bri~e" (an analogy of form only) wherein the 
~· ,·, .. 
... 
. ,· 
paths from node l to node 4 are dependent. The branch from node 
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... s: ... 
being made by test·ing for a ·Ct?mmon_- riode in- the level 
immediately above. If there .is no·.such no~e, the dupli~ 
cation is bec~use of a cross-connection • 
-~ - I ', 
I 
..,.. 
Cros.s-connections a.re then resolved, under certain conditions, by ·"""' 
·duplication i of paths as shown i_n Figure 14. Node 4 appears in 
_two branches, indicating either a parallel or a cross-connection;· 
that a cros-s-connection exists is indicated by·· the common node · 
J 
bein_g on a leve~ one removed from _that immediately preceding. It 
is apparent -that. the application of the scheme becomes involved 
for networks of increasi~g- complexity. Additional+Y, the inter-
. . dependency of all the pa~_hs involved with the cross-connection is 
riot ·affected. · -The computer control scheme necessary to apply the 
algorithm is not given because, the author says, of .its dependence 
on the programming system and the method of storing the network 
configuration data. 
Hartley, and Wortham(g) establish a branch hierarchy of sorts, 
~, .. 
defining a means for ordering both branches· and "crossed networks.-" 
. 
The authors state that, for most practical situations, the activity 
networks can be identified as some form of nth order crossed net-
work but --give a simple ex~ple, shown in Figure 15--of a dependent 
network which cannot be so classified. Having established basic 
. ', 
rules and definitions, they show and explain the program logic, 
suitable for general machine use, to reduce networks which are 
either uncrossed or nth order crossed networks, with certain restric-
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(c) Tree with Dual 
(d) Network with Dual 
Figure 14 - Martin's Approac·h to Network Reduction 
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Zero-Order Crossed Network· 
First-()rder Crossed NetwQrk 
Nori-classifiable I Crossed Network 
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The restrictions on the crossed networks, to which allusion 
was ..>made regarding both the reduction schemes of· Martin and Hartley .. 




.... :,.• . 
,. 
' 
. J . ;, 
and Wortham, are perhaps best exemplified by an illustration taken . 
from Prit.sker<17.>. In th~s example, shown in Figure 16, there· is 
~a single branch having a, stochastic ·time._assignment, i.e., 30 
percent of the time the repre·sented acti\rity. requires four time 
units and the remainder of the time it requires zero time uni-ts. 
'J;his branch is a part of paths 1-2-4 and -1-2~3-4·. -Branch 3-4 is 
"' 
likewise a part of path 1-2-~-4 and path 1-3-4 as well. The es-
·tablished reduction technique can be applied to this configuration 
by the ploy of splitting node 2 into 2 and 2' as in ()?). of the 
' figure. This :results in the intennediate. reduction shown in (c). 
Further reduc~ion would give the equivalent transmittance as 
0~30e19s + 0.2le17s + 0~.49e~68 but, because oi the effect in all 
.. 
paths of the stochastic branch,. the 17-unit path occ~rs only when 
. the 19-unit · path occurs and consequent·1y is dominated by the longer 
.. 
tfme. This gives the reduction shown in Figure 16 - (d). 
In this particular example, the dependency can be eliminated 
by splitting node 3 instead of node 2 to "decouple" the stochastic 
branches. Martin's treatment assumes that the times of the dual 
arcs are fixed; Hartley and Wortham require th~t the times for 
., 
branches (using the node designations of Figure 16) _(l-2) and 
--
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, (b) The Augmented Network. 
0.3el9s + 0.7el5s 
0.3el7s + 0-.7e16s 
(c) 
0 3e19s G) . G 0 7 
16s 
+ • e 
• 















Figure 16 - Pritsker' s Reduction of a. Zero-Order Crossed Network 
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Conjuiic;:tive Nodes and Stochastic Branch Time Parameters . 
-




In the preceding chapters, the general treatment of a conjunc-
. tive node has been to reduce the configuration to that of two or 
more parallel independent probabilistic branches emanating from 
.. a single deterministic source and tenninating on the. subject node. 
The equivalent probability of realization is then the product of 
' the branch times. Thi.s procedure is quite simple if the network 
-
' * can be reduced arid if the times are deterministic. Obviously, 
un·less the methodology can be ext ended to the stochastic. c~se, .. the 
desired generality cannot be attained. The equivalent time is, of 
course, still the maximum, so the objective, with stochastic time 
parameters,. is to find the density function of the maximum time ... 
This derivation has been handled by var.ious me~s(S) (l-2) (l 7) 
and proceeds generally as follows: Given two parallel detenninistic · 
branches with--times t 1 and t 2 , time density functions f 1 (t) and 
f 2(t), and time distribution functions F1 (t) and F2(t), respecti~e-
ly, the probability that the equivalent time t ~ max(t1 ;t28 is 
·-·-less than or equal to some arbitrary time T is given by the distri-
-
The con~i t ion· tE ~ T, w.here 
*There is the "intennediate" case, also,- wherein the· pr~sence of 
--~ --loops .in the parallel paths introduces a time factor into the 
denominators. In this instance, the equivalent transmittance is 
at best· a disc·rete distribution of infinite domain . 
• 
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45 
tB··=j max (t1 ; t 2) '· re·qqires that both t 1 and t 2 .be_ l~s~· than T, 
1. e • , .Pr {tE ~ T }~=-·P~ {:ic ~ T; · t2 ~ T } , and for independent 
t1, t2: 
./ 
The. result is that the distribution-function of the maximum of 
two independent random variables is the product of their dist.ri-




Unfortunately, . the F. for some of the more well-known functions do ]. 
not have closed forms. An exception is the exponential wherein 
if'f1(x) = ae-ax and f 2 (x) = be-bx, then Fi(t) = 1:...e-at and 
F2(t) = 1-e-bt, so that 
~, F (t) = 1-e -at -E -bt e - (a+b)e(a+b)t 
' ' 
and the density function of the maximum is: 
But, for the Gamma, the Normal, and the Beta densities, to cite a 
few, this technique is not especially amenable to computation 
(See Clark's result for the Normal, footnote,. page 11). This has 
prompted the sugges~ion by Pritsker that the Real Integration 
Theorem of La.place Transform Theory be applied where possi~le~ It 
is the purpose at this section to evaluate the.method by determin-
ing what restrictions might apply and to·;<-'which density functions. 
(Additionally, with .the increasing use of control theory in the 
., ':. 
·,•: 
: . " 
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46 
' 
tnodeling of industrial activities, this a·rea of study deserves 
, attention on a general tutorial basis. Consequently, the basic 
.theorems applicable to iliis study . 8{e covered in Appendix 1) . 
-Inasmuch as the unilateral La.place transform is defined only 
·for f(t) for O s t ~ex>, while the normal density has domain 
- oo ·< t <oo , the Nonnal, wh·ich possibly could be handled with ·the· 
bilateral Laplace Transfo·rm, shall be eliminated from consideration, 
I 
per·,-se, since Clark's results exist for computing in the t-domain , ---·-
and the bilateral transforms are beyond the scope of this particular • 
study. 
2.· The Laplace Transform and Real Integration · 
·, 
The Laplace Transfonn of a 1time function f (t) is defined by 
(X) 
L{f(t)\ = G(s) = 
0 
whe·re s = a + jw, a complex variable. It is thus akin to the uni-
lateral Fourier Transform with the -additional converging factor 
e-tTt which assures: that the_ integral exists for some region O :$ t <CX> --~ 
(For the Fourier Transform, defined by f f(t)e-jwtdt, and ~he 
-ex, 
unilateral Fourier Transform, defined by jf(t)e-jwtdt, f(t) must 
0 
be itself convergent since e-jwt has no limit.) By definition, all 
density functions converge, so, in this respect, either of the 
transforms might be satisfactory--except tl}at we need the distri-
bution function, - F(t). It is at this juncture __ that the preference 
· for the La.place Traijsform asserts itself. 
'. 
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L { F(t) }' = L 
. :t f. f(t)dt 
-0) 








-·- U = · 1r¥J f (t) dt I -st ·dv = e . dt, 
. L { F(t)} ·1 = -s 




t f f(t)dt 
- 00 





{ 00 -st 
- J f (t) -; 
0 0 
+ 1 F.( s) • 
. s. 
., t 




~ .. , ......... ,,MO 
: . ' ·"'.· 
dt 
which states the Real Integration Theorem for. a single integral. -_ " 
Inspection of this relationship indicates that, for density func-· 
tions def4ned only for positive!, the transform of the distribution 
- 1 . . . function is simply 8 times the transform of the density function. 
(Similar treatment of the unilateral Fourier Transform results in 
t 
f j F(t)} 8 -jwt l f (t)dt 1 ~ f (t)} - - + _.__ F - jW ."' .J 
~ 0 
·1he first term of which does not converge.) 
This theorem, in conjunction with the Complex Convolution 
Theorem, . provides a· means of determining the density of the maximum 
. . . 
of two random variables if certain rest.rictions are satisfied. One 
of these, previously stated, is that we concern ourselves only with 
· densities defined for O < · t < ex, • 
t • /· ,• 
,, . 
' ·,'T 
>, .• , . 
; t . . ·,. 
•' '·• ., . 
' 
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.. 3·.· . The Complex Convolution· 
• • 0 . - : 
-As mentioned in Chapter One, for~ Lapla·ce Trans.forms the trans-
form of the convolution of two functions is the ·product. of the 
.. 
transforms. This provides the basis fo.r ct·efining the branch trans-
,, 
-mittances for network analysis with Exc~usive Or nodes. For the use 
of Laplace Transfonns with conjunctive nodes,- thi·s. theorem has a 
gratifying converse, to wit: the transform of the product of two. 
functions is the convolution· of the transf-orms. 
• This- property, together with the· real 'integration theorem pro-
vides the means of handling density 'functions, the distribution 
functions of which do not exist in closed. form,' but·· the La.Place 
transforms of which "do so exist. Thµs, the Lapla.ce transform of . 
the distribution of a random variable 
· where 





L . { f (t) ~ G(s) is G(s) /s. 
• 
is Thus, if 
expressed_as GE then by the complex convolution the~:r.e~i:. 
-s 
GFits) 
O'l + j (X) 






I If ( ) where. " < O' 1 < O' - <1· as shown in 3 , Appendix 1. 
Pritsker uses as an example two _exponential distributions with 
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which, for 88 = a and 8b .= b, when inverted agrees with the results 
obtained previously by mu·ltiplication. 
-rthe technique was examined for applic·ability to unifonn distri-
butions· and found to be tinsat:isfa·ctory beca.us.e; 
- ,j 
(1) The transforms all have identical ·intervals of convergenc·e. ,.. 
with a simple pole at Re { s} = 0 (and, of course, a pole 
of order 2 when the real integration theorem is applied) ; . 
{· and 
(2) the di-stribution functions are closed forms which are 
handled more easily by ordinary multiplication. 
A third density functio·n for which the method. was tried is the 
Gamma Density Function which is a two-param~ter function defined by 
f(t) - 1 ta-1 e-t/~ 
/j~ f(a) ' 





0 < t <ex> 
I 
O<o: 
0 < ~ 
the Lap:;Lac_e ·transform 
= (a·-·1) 
= a{j2 
. - -a 
= (1 + {js) 
,-? . 
. ' Qualitatively, the GaI1119a distribution is usually described as the 
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50 
_events, i.e., it is the-·convolution· of a ~xponential variates. each 
. ' -
. 
with parameter {.i. Figure 17 illustrates the general shape of the· ·. 
·family and the behavior of the fonn as the shape parameter, a , and 
the location parameter, /j, are varied. 
The Gamma distribution is a pr9bability law· of considerable 
importance, since: 
1. For a= 1, the exponential distribution is obt~ned; 
· 2. For positive integer a, the Erlang distribution ·is-
described: and 
3; Fora= v/2, where II is the number of degrees freedom, 
the Gamma density function describes the Chi-square 
distribution which is its own convolution fonn, i.e., 
" for k x2, independently-distributed random variables, · T 1, 
each with· 111 degrees of freedom, · 
.. 2. k 
is X with L vi k L T. 1 degrees of freedom~ 
i=l i=l .. 




distributed time parameters, the Laplace transfonn of the distribution 
[ . ., 




J 1 1 1 dp -- " s .. 2rj p l+/31P s-p o-1-joo 
which, since the int.egrand converges to zero as R, the ra·dius of the , 
contour; goes to infinity, can be evaluated by the Residue Theorem . 
..J 
-The appropriate poles are ·,p · = O and_ p = 
then, at p = O:· 
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J Figure 17 
Typic·al Gamma Density Functions 
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Figure 18 · .. 
Re:,du_ction of Parallel Branches Having Gatbma-Distributed Time Parameters 
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The last expreijsion, for large values of a 1 , obviously is tedious to 
·.compute but mathematically feasible for integer values and tables 
can be constructed. Consequently, the use of transforms is appro-
' priate for the Erlarig distribution but not· for the general Gamma. 
A~ditionally, it is appropriate for the Chi-square distributions· 
which have even numbers of degrees of freedom grea1ter than 2. The 
final expression for the transform of the distribution function of 
the maximum is, SWilIJling the residues: 
.. 
G (s) E . 
s 
-
R + R · 
0 1 
so that, by the Real Differentiation Theorem, 
,. 
.'\ 
is the transform of the density function of the maximum.. For -more 
· than two parallel deterministic branches, the method is applied for · 
any two br~ches, this result combined with a third, etc., until 
. . . 
. •' 
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. a·i1 branches are· accounted for.· Several examples are shown in 
. 'Appendix B, to illustrate that while the computation is somewhat 
·cumbersome, it is nevertheless straightforw·ard. 
" A conceivable means of simplifying 'the task of evaluatio.n of 
:.w. 
the residues is to " ' " normalize the density functions to reduce the 
-
,v·alues of the a' s., ·where the requirement that ~ be an i.nteger would 
introduce no intolerable inaccuracy. Additionally, once the succes-
. sive derivatives· are tabulated,·machine computation seems to be a 
most reasonable solution. And--providing the requirements for pre-
.cision are such as to justify extensive computation--the integer 
restriction can be eased som~what by using higher values of a, i.e. , 
reversing· the aforementioned "normalization·." Obviously, there will 
be an eventual trade-off between this approach and computer simula-· 
' tion, especially in view of the lack of a method, at present, for 
handling the branch interdependencies of crossed netwo.rks. \ 
· .. ,·, . 
·:··· . 
i 
'f . I. 





















The Reconciliation of Network Methods 
As ·stated in the Introduction, one goal of this work has· been 
to extend the flowgraph/networks technique fo.r· stochastic time pro-
cesses and specifically, in this .portion, to reconcile some· of the 
".differences'' bet~een the earlier and the more recent treatments. 
From the preceding descriptions, PERT networks may be constdered as 
a proper subset of the generalized networks--specifically, those con-
taining only conjunctive nodes. Further, to a degree determined by 
the particular network configuration, the accuracy of time estimates, 
and the accuracy of distributio11 form assumption--coupl.ed with errors 
'. " ,., introduced by computational and statistical shortcuts--
analysis may. contain ~pprec-iable inaccuracies . 
a PERT 
. _Unfortunately, the topological treatment of GERT cannot, in the 
present formulation, be applied to ·subnetworks with conjunctive nodes. 
Additionally, there exists no current· method of reso 1 ving the branch 
time interdependencies of Grossed conjunctive networks when continu-, 
ous time density functions are involved. However, from the previous 
chapter, ·for instances wherein activity b.ranches can be arranged in 
parallel configurations between deterministic nodes and, for a 
' 
restricted .set ·of density functions, analytic solutions can be ob-
. tained. In fact, the density function restriction may not be overly 
confining since, for instance, the Gamma density function can be 
fitted ~o many positively-skewed distributions. (For symmetrical . 
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J 
. .. since th~ Normal distribution requires that ~ ~ 30 £or a satisfactory· 
- . ,_, 
fit, the derivative, in evaluation of .the residue, R1 , would contain 
. 3n-l ~ 3 29 terms.) 
With respect to the PERT distribution assumption for each branch 
time· parameter, the· Beta density function has no closed fo:nn either 
for the· Moment Generating Function (and by extension, for the lap lace 
Transform) or the.distribution function. Cons~quently, the proba- · 
bility density function of the maximum time for a number of parallel 
branches cannot · be found by the methods used he.rein.. Also, although 
this function ·can be either positively- or negatively-skewed, the 
i.mplication,,in the literature(l3)is that the skew is usually positive. 
Consequently, if. the study of generalized networks and the PERT-CPM 
methodology are to be merged\. at all, the Gamma density function be-
comes particularly at;;ractive as an assumed distribution for the PERT. 
· branch· time parameters--particularly in the absence of empirical 
evidence to the contrary. 
" Since only two parameters are involved with the· Gamma distri~ -'-"-. 
bution, it can be completely described if any two independent times, 
e.g., the mean and the mode, are specified, thus eliminating the 
"variance assumption'' of PERT, i.e. , that a2 = (b - a) 2/36 .. Also, 
---
the expressions for the descriptors are much simplified, to wit: 
2 ' 
1' = .. a·, m = (a-1)~, and a~= a{32 . While with respect to range the 
two di,stributions do· differ, the. Beta having a finite range, 
this is not a particularly bad feature of the Gamma, since realisti-
-· 
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w11i not b·e acco~plished---at least as originally co.nceived. Further-" 
more, experience tends to indicate that while-knowledgeable persons 
'-who make the tiine · estimates can state fairly accurately the· ''optimis-
-tic" and "most likely" times, there is -consid~rable difficulty with 
b .. · . f 1 ti t f th " . . ti ,, ti o ta1n1ng a meaning u · es,; ,ma e o e pess1m1s c .me. With 
the Gamma distribution, i~ in the minds of the estimators a clear 
distinction can be es.tablished; between the concept of "most likely"· 
(modal) and ''expected" (mean) . times, the computation errors at le:asOt. 
can be eliminated. 
'6~' ' 
Pursuing the point still further, certain· other attributes of • 
the Gamma distribution make it attractive for intuitive reasons. 
For instance, given a number, g , qf· discrete, independent operatioJ'.).s: 
-·· the times of·which are exponentially-distr~buted, each with the 
same parameter /j, the convolution of these times, i.e., the over-all 
time for the activities to'. transpire serially, will be distributed 
per the Gamma distribution with parameters a and ~. Many industrial 
I 




.disposed lines merging .into some common point, so an assumption of 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
t . Conclusions.and Recommendations for Further Study 
· · ,.J.. Conclusions 
In the study of network and flowgraph ·models, several salient 
.;: 
features of each seem·worthy of mention • 
PERT (Program Evalu~tion and Review Techniques) OV(es its.success . - -
- - \ 
and consequent acceptance as a pl.anning and control tool not to 1 ts 
computational or statistical correctness, but rather to the graphic 
est-ablishment of precedence and general tem.poral relationships whic;h. 
force greater detail in planning, highlight particularly onerous 
problem areas, and force those in control to anticipate difficulty 
to a greater degree· than was. done previously. The critical assump-
tions involved are: 
1. that the activities are independent; 
2. that there are sufficient activities in series to validate 
the use of the Central ,Limit Theorem; and 
• 
3. that .the path with the longer expected time is of.sufficient 
-~--·· 
length · as to reduce to insignificance the probability of an 
alternate path becoming critical. 
. . Qualitatively, the accuracy of the PER'r computations are, irregularly 
sensitive to· network configuration with a tendency toward increasing 
'' '' 
error with increasing parallelism; as path interdependenc.ies, i.e., 
cross-conne~tions increase, however, the error tends to decrease. 
In all cases, .the PERT-derived expected time will be optimistic, i.e., 
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the other hand, will be pessimistic. 
\ 
The PERT-~ methodology i~ still 01:1ly a first step for real-
-:.-t-. 
ist'ically modelling of activity sets since it deals only witµ 
deterministic activities and conjunctive events·, _that is, activities 
which occur with certainty and events·which require all preceding 
. acti vi ti·es and events to transpire before . their own realization. 
• • ~' I 
In all spheres of activity, however, there are-probabilistic 
activities with disjunct! ve relationships to events for whicli a need 
for adequate description has forced the evolution of flowgraph 
techniques which off er greater computational power· to the planner/· 
/ 
·controller. 
When the disjunctive relationships.can be expressed solely as 
' -
·exclusive disjunctions and activity probabilities assigned or 
estimated, the .entire network can be solved with relative.ease. 
Such networks have been applied with success to a host of industrial 
.• 
·problem areas, in inventory control, service facilities planning, 
and continuous production sampling. When the logical relationships 
' 
are not totally exclusively-disjunctive, two circumstances arise: 
1. where the relationships are mixed such that subsets cont-
aining only one node type are not separable, certain nodes 
may be eliminated from further consideration using the 
reduction techniques of Boolean algebra as applied to 
switching logic. Treatment of exclusive-or nodes as 
' 
' inclusive-or nodes to simplify expression is permissible. 
-- ~ 2~ where relationships are mixed such that subsets containing 
only qne node type are separable, subsets can be reduced 
, by methods applicable to the node type. 
.., 
\.·, .. . ,' 
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With the;generaliz·ed activity networks,. not only probabilistic 
activities .but stochastic activity parameters, such as time, cost, . 
~tc., can. be manipulated to obtain information about the"' entire net- · 
work or portions thereof. For purposes of co~putation, conjunctive 
nodes and inclusive-or nodes are similarly difficult in that one 
·-involves determination of the maximum of the incident branch para-
meters and the other requires deterlnination of the minimum. Speaking· 
only of the conjunctive (or AND) node, if.the branches so related 
· can be manipulated 'into a number of pa_rallel branches originating 
' 
from a common source, the use of the complex· convolution integral 
permits a determination of the density function of the maximum time 
when at least one of the branches involved in the convolution has . 
. 
.. 
;either an exponential or a Gamma density function· and the Lapl·ace · 
transform of the other branch parameter exists. At present,\ the· · 
-method has ·been·tested only for application to continuous density 
. functions. The c.~mputation, while .conceivably difficult in many 
cases, is at least mathematically possible for the exponential and 
the Gamma density functions, but .the number of terms involved 
increases exponentially with increasing a. 
When c·onjunc.tive networks or subnetworks cannot be_ eliminated, 
there is no means, at present, of obtaining an exact solution if 
-
all branches have stochastic parameters. 
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· exact c·omputation of expected· times, variance and higher moments 
where the network consisted of paralleled activities and few if 
any cross-connections---the particular condition for which PERT 
results are at their wars t. On t_he other hand, w-hen there is . 
appreciable crossing---the condition for which ·PERT improves--- · 
'-the analytical method cannot be used. Thus it is obvious that a 
decision will be required, based on the particular merits of the 
individual case, as to the applicability of each approa~h. 
2. Recommendations for Further Study 
An immediate need in this area, it seems, is a study to establish 
what general distribution form the durations.of project activities 
do, in fact, fit acceptably. While those mentioned herein have 
features which s.uggest their appropriateness, only an empirical 
study will establish the fact. The PERT Technique has by now 
certainly been applied to a sufficient .number of projects to provide 
sufficient data to ·give some meaningful·results to such an investi-
gation. 
~secondly, there is the case of using the comp~ex convolution 
method for discrete density functions. An inquiry into the poss-
ibility of using the discrete Laplace transform, the Z-transform, 
or sane other form seems worthwhile. In this same. area of study, a 
means,of applying the same method in its general form to the Normal 
density function would greatly extend the usefulness and applicability • 
Possibly the most 'difficult, and certainly the most needed from 
0 
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of accounting for ·the dependencies introd~ced· by the cross branc·hes· 
<' 16"• 
in ,.networks, the condition which is the computational 
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· APPENDIX I 
.. 
1: 
La.pla.ce Tr.ansform Theorems 
1. The Laplace Transfom ·of a function f(t) is defined by: 
(X) . 
·· G(s) = . [ f (t)e -stdt, s ::::: O"+jw 
·O . . 
• 
if f(t) is :of exponential order; that • there exists i.s, some 
such that 




· so the integral converges. Here, tr defines the abcissa of 
0 -· 
, 
convergence. As an exampJe, let f(t) = e4t. Th~n. n. 
G(s) -




which converges for all Re t s i·= <T. > 4, whj.ch is. the· ·interval of 
convergence, in the s-plane, of G(s) = 1 
s-4 
2. Complex Integration 
• 
The La.place Transfonn G(2) of a function f (t). is defined such 
that 
f(t) = 1 
2rj 
No'be: -th~ughout this exposition, the assumption is implicit that 
the time functions are non-periodic, i.e. that they have no 
e··J··wt component. 
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The' evaluation -of this complex integral is d_ependent, generally, 
on the following definitions and theorems, stated without proof: 
a. Anaiyticity-G(s) = G(O'+ jw) = u(u,w) + jv(O',w) 
is analytic in a region of the s-plane· if 





:b.. A Singulatity is a .. point at which. G(s) is not analytic. 
Only non-essential (removable) singularities (poles)will 
b.e considered. 
c. Cauchy-Goursat (Gor-sah') Theorem - If G(s)- is analytic 
d • 
within and on a closed contou~ C , 
1 . ---G:(s) ds = 0 
Cauchy's Integral Formula - If G(s) within and 
. s-so 
_ upon a closed contour C and is analytic except at s = s
0
, 
~ G1(s) ds = 2~j G1(s0 ) = the residue 
C s-s 0 
.-
This generalizes_ for a finite number ! of removable singular-
ities to 
i. G(S')ds = 
C s=s. 
1 
/a(s)ds = . L (Residues of G(s~ 
C 
,. 
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: e. Jordan ' s · lemma 
. ' : .. ,,,. 
3. 
..... 
. . • 
" .. 
-If ·the contour 0'1-.;,., tt2 + jcx, is closed on the left with a 
' semicircle of radius R, and if G(s) converges absolutely ·as 
R goes to ·infinity, the integral around this contour is 
zero, i.e. the result i_s the same as for the more-general 
Cauchy-Goursat Theorem • 
Since (e) gives the same result as (c) for jo(s) I - 0 as 
and since the results of (d) were obtained from 
(c), then where G(s) does converge with increasing R, the 
integral 
. 0'1+j~ .. 
... 
2~j f. G(s)est ,ds = 2 1 
· ·cr-joo 1 
• 21rj L { Residues of poles, 
S < s0 } 
The Complex Convolution 
.. 
By definition, for the product f 1 (t) · f2(t), ..... 
f 2 (t)e-st dt for R J l ' " e 1 s~>O'+C1. 
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P1. to pr.eyent 
OD 
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0'1 + jOO 




















for " = Re 1 s t. > Max { <1' , a", <1' + t1" } from which 
a' < t1 < t1 - a" may be obtained as the contour to the ·1eft 1 
--~t, . 
of which the residues may be taken if Jordan's lemma applies. 
4 • Change o .. f Sea-le 
., 
If it is desirable to change the time scale for ~ome non-negative· 




· Letting u = ct so that t = ~ dt -
-c 
du 
L jf(ct)} = { 1:(u)e~~ du = { G(:) 
0 . 
,, . -
··i ' ..... ,,._.,,., .. ~ ...... , ... _ ....... -,. 
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Real Translation (Shifting Theorem) 
' :, 
. ,
l ~ ' ., 
Defining l(t-d) as the unit step function where 






i~ is possible ·to shift f(t) by some· positive d by the 
following means: 
L {f(t-d)l(t-d) l Jex> -st· = f(t-d)l(t-d)e · dt 
0 ·. . 
Letting u = t-d so that du= dt, t = 'u+d: 
L t f(t-d)l(t~d) f 






= -.. f (u) l(u)e du 
0 
-sd !~ -su 
- e f(u)e . du -
d 
-sd 
- e F(s). 
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.. Residues of Poles of Order a 2 
The higher order pole residue, i.e. the second term, in the 
' . 
evaluation of the complex contour integ.ral is: 
where "Y · = l/{j
1
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+ 2(s+ y ) 
1 
-1 · · -1 Assigning_ F = (s+'l'1) and G = (l+~(s+'Y1)) .these b.ecome, 
for a 1 = 2, 
ll --· FGa(l+ F R "V G) 
· 1 + ~2~2'2 
·,. 
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. ·, 70 . • 
.. 
and for a2 = 3: 
-y 2 a 1 (2 . 
a2p2g )+ F ( ~ + 2F a2f32G) Rl - 1 :ro - Yi ~ + F 2 + + • 
'> (1 + a2~2 G -+ F + (a2+1) /j G -Y1 2 ·'~ ~ 
' 
'· 
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